Abstract-Wireless sensor networks (WSN) is a novel data centered self-organizing network that can be used in acquiring and processing information. With the limited energy of sensor nodes and the increasing requirement of secure data transmission, how to save nodes energy as well as realize a transmission of sensitive information in WSN effectively is becoming an interesting research problem recently. In this paper, we present a novel scheme to transmit sensitive information in the pattern of energy efficient way by utilizing compressive sensing (CS) which is an emerging technology in recent years. In this method, sensor nodes need not to do complex computing but simple linear operations which can save the energy extensively, and thus extend the life time of the wireless sensor networks. Theory analysis and detail simulation results demonstrate the effective of our method, and the sensitive information can be accurately reconstructed even when the communication channel is loss.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Single-hop Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1] is consisted of massive tiny sensor nodes distributing in target region and powerful data collecting centers (or called base station, BS). The sensor nodes send the measured data collected by sensor units to BS using wireless channels. WSN is widely used not only in public domains but also in security-required domains. In practice, data collected by sensor nodes are usually sensitive and require to be kept secret. Symmetric Encryption technique is one of the most commonly used methods at present [2] , however it is complex in the sense of computing. Since the operation systems installed in sensors are always simple with low processing ability and limited battery energy, the lifetime of wireless sensor network will decrease rapidly if such encryption technique was adopted.
Information hiding technology is another reliable method to guarantee data secret in telecommunication. Xiao et al [3] first introduced information hiding technology to wireless sensor network. They embedded sensitive information to normal information using LSB algorithm which can get rid of being detected by a malicious client. However, this approach has two drawbacks: 1) sensitive information is still need to be encrypted by using symmetric encryption method before applying LSB algorithm; 2) This approach will fail to retrieve any sensitive information when data losing occur during transition. Thus, it isn't quite practical to apply that kind of information hiding technology into a WSN.
Compressive sensing (CS) is a newly developed technology in signal processing field [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It can reconstruct the origin signal (which is sparse signals or sparse in certain transform-domain) accurately with less measurement. The theory of compressive sensing was first introduced by Candès [4] et al and Donoho [5] and has already made a remarkable effect and is already being used in massive areas [10] [11] [12] , such as radar, cognitive radio network, MRI and image et al. Authors can get more information through [11, 39, 40] . There are some compressive sensing related researches on largescale distributed data aggregation in multi-hop WSN which are mainly concentrated upon data compressive measuring for multi-nodes to realize data aggregation [14, 20] . pay attention to the integration of most aspect of WSN and CS, and get some very appealing results. But there is less CS research in single-hop WSN that focus on secure data transmission.
Security is another outstanding character in CS and it motivates our design in this paper. If a malicious client doesn't have knowledge of the encoding matrix used in coding, he can't recover the original data despite having acquired the transmitted information. More important, the wireless sensor nodes needn't to execute the encrypt operation with huge operands. Secure transmission can be achieved together with improved working life of wireless sensor networks by adopting simple multiplication and addition. Base stations, owning higher compute ability, taking charge of the CS decoding operation can reconstruction the secret data and regular carrier data collected by the wireless sensor nodes exactly.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give out the basic background of compressive sensing theory which used throughout our paper. Design principles will be given out in section III. Section IV will show the prototype implementation details. In section V, simulation is conducted. Finally, we draw some conclusions and sketch future work.
II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING THEORY
The theory of compressive sensing was first introduced by Candès [4] and Donoho [5] 
Compressive sensing theory proves that we can accurately reconstruct the origin signal x from the small number of measurement vector y through solving the below formula:
In CS theory, the measurement matrix Φ needs to satisfy below famous restricted isometric property (RIP) condition to ensure the exactly signal recovery:
where 0 1
Many matrixes have already been found that satisfy the RIP condition, Gaussian random matrix is one of them which been proved to be simple and efficient. In this paper, we also select Gaussian matrix as the encoding and decoding matrix, though other matrix can also be applied to our proposed method without problem.
Candès and Tao solve the signal recovery problem under loss channel using sparse reconstruction technology in compressive sensing [7] . Suppose that we get corrupted measurement y A f e = + , where A is a m by n matrix (here, we assume that m n > throughout this paper), e is an arbitrary and unknown signal of errors or noises and n f R ∈ is a vector with length n. We can exactly recover the input signal f from measurement vector y . This theory motivates our novel design of securing sensitive data transmission in WSNs.
III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Nodes in WSN possess many sensing probes units and can collect multiple data. In this paper, compressive sensing technology is adopted to embed sensitive information into normal information before transmission.
The general steps are described as follows. 2) Nodes collect data, and keep storing the sensitive information S and regular information e into buffer till the buffer is full.
3) When the sensitive information in buffer arrives at the amount of n, they will be combined into a column vector n S which dimension is n. Nodes apply linear encoding to the sensitive vector, and then get a vector 
where 0 ρ > is a small trade-off positive number which can affect the successful decoding probability.
5) The wireless sensor nodes calculate m f which has contained the encoded sensitive information through following formula:
Then m f will be sent to BS by the wireless network. 6) The BS will generate a Gauss stochastic matrix 
As we can see, when we get the regular information, we will obtain the sensitive information at the same time. Fig. 1 shows the general steps of our methods, more details will be given out at the next section.
IV. PROTOTYPE DESIGN DETAILS
In typical WSN, each tiny sensor nodes connects with base station (BS) through wireless channel. Fig. 1 shows the network structure. The deployed sensor nodes (N1, N2 and N3) are with multi-sensing modules. The BS has a high processing ability and abundant resource. The communication channel between nodes and BS is wireless with packet drop probability. Before deploying the network, the secret key i K share by BS and each node is stored in the flash memory area of each sensor node in case of data missing caused by power off. Fig. 3 describes the encoding flow of sensor node data processing in WSN. When the nodes i N are initializing, they generate a Gauss stochastic matrix m n A × using secret seed i K , where m n > .
A. Encoding Methods
Sensing units in nodes collect regular data e and sensitive data s . We assume there are only two sensing units here. If more sensing units are available, we choose one as the regular carrier unit depending on specific circumstance. The data collected are stored in the buffer pool of sensor nodes. If the buffer is full, we retrieval the sensitive data s and form the column vector n S with length n.
After liner decoding to n S , we get the decoding result The secret communication is fulfilled successfully.
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
We evaluate our proposed method of successful reconstruction probability under two scenarios: one with error free channel, where the wireless network between sensor nodes and BS is ideal, and one with loss channel, where packets losing or erasing will happen during the data transmission. Reconstruction was deemed successful if the MSE of the reconstructed sensitive vector was on the order of machine precision (10 -12 in our simulation). We iterate each simulation for 100 times and compute the frequency of successful reconstruction. In order to see more detail for the reconstructed performance with sparse radio ρ below 20%, we show the simulation result for ρ equaling 10%. Fig. 7 and Fig.   8 plotted the origin and reconstructed sensitive data. From the result, we can find that the reconstructed signal is almost at the same position. Figure 9 . Successfully reconstruction frequency under lossy channel for m:n=512:128 and k=300. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 give out the simulation result of our proposal under loss channel with vary random data drop probability and different n. We can find that sensitive data can still be successfully reconstructed in loss channel with 10% data drop probability even if the sparse ratio ρ is below 10%. It is one of our major advantages that our method can tolerant loss channel without the usage of any error correcting codes. In practice, we can adjust sparse ratio ρ manually or adaptively to meet different wireless environment. Origin signal vs reconstructed signal under error-free channel for m:n=512:128 , k=300, sparse radio= 10% and 40% data loss Fig. 11 presented the origin and reconstructed signal under 10% data loss probability. From the simulation results, we can tell that our methods can tolerant high data loss. It is one of our major advantages compared with symmetric encryption methods. Note that in fig. 12 , the origin and reconstructed signal are almost the same even under a 40% data loss channel with sparse ratio ρ equaling 10%.
A. Scheme under Error-Free Channel

B. Scheme under Lossy Channel
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The scope of this paper has been to evaluate the introduction of compressive sensing tools in order to securely transmit data on wireless sensor network. Only simple linear operations on sensor nodes and robust on loss channel make our proposal very appealing in practical deployment. But more investigations need to be done on the combination of WSN and CS. Our future research work include detail formally security analyzing, energy consumption analyzing and more simulation and practical deployment experiments.
